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and for a well-behaved expansion function A(J) such
integrals are well—defined so long as a prescription
is given to specify the path of integration. In general,
(I-li) J4() = PJAP CA7)
-i
-j
(P signifies Cauchy principal value) , where C may take
on any value depending upon how we choose the path of
integration to avoid the pole at )=JI. This property
of the integral (1-10) can be expressed by writing 92Q.L)
in the form
(1-12) = CPpI ÷
The P indicates than when the function appears in an
integrand, the principal value is to be taken. The
number ?%ft)is chosen so that satisfies the normali
zation condition. A solution 9 exists for all j.) in
the continuous range [_l,1J provided we choose
(1-13) A) / - C pf d
jv—,u
Consider now (as a generalization) integrals of the
form
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In particular, (imay be written
(1-18) A()
= ( +
The functions are orthogonal in the following sense:
(1-19) Theorem 1. J y) d 0 when
This orthogonality relation is obtained directly from
the integral equation in the usual manner. We multiply




The right hand side is invariant under interchange of
) and j.i’. So then must be the left hand side. This
implies that
(1-21)
- ) J 7? = 0,
from which Theorem 1 follows immediately. or
may come from either the discrete or continuous parts
of the spectrum. Since we know the functions , we
may calculate the normalization integrals for the case
V
=
. For the discrete modes we have simply
(1-22) ) d, = = ±
- j.
More care is required in dealing with the continuum.
Then, the normalization integral is undefined when z-)= ii’.
However, we may write
which may be thought of as an abbteviation for the state
ment that if we expand a function b!/I)in terms of the
(1-23) (/) JA)d
The expansion coefficients will be given by
(1-24) Jf (ji) = N A (V).
Therefore, using the explicit form of the
=fd, =f/Aiy)dP’
p 1 A p c()jd,fA (2[P’ A (V)jdP’
(1—25)
P fd’ ÷









Consider now I given by
I
(1-26) = (p’) fP1 ii d
2 ) 2 J (I’_/a)(P_/) J
(i.e. Ii is I with the orders of integration inter
changed.)
(1-27) Ij P1 vA’11
‘ /‘( - :4) J’
I1 d,a - cPp[i Jd’
2 j2 J 2
= Pf’) (()- (v’)) d’
(1-28) Thus Ii + 12 + 13 = 0.
However, we are dealing with one of those rare instances




In fact, by the Poincare—Bertrand formula,* we have
(‘-30) = ÷ A (P)
(1-31) Therefore, N 4 () () (c )2j A ()
for any well-behaved A(L.)) and hence
(132) (cPfJ
As an application, we may calculate the Green’s function for
a uniform, infinite medium for the case c<l. A unit plane source
radiating in the direction is located at the origin. Then
t/’ (x,,p) satisfies the homogeneous equation except at x = 0 and
vanishes as fxl—÷D , so we may write:
(x,/; o,) = ) A ) C%)d X 0
(‘—33)
— -A3 -fA(P)e ()d x<o
where the A’s are to be determined. The source introduces a dis






Thus the A’s are just the coefficients in the expansion of
_1 £_) in terms of the , (in the next lecture I shall
show that the functions form a complete set---thus this expan
sion is permissible) and may be found by the orthogonality re
lations and equation (1—24)
The result is
(-35) (; o,) - (go) % () e J e dv]Nc N)
)Qo.
The Green’s function for an isotropic plane source may be found
by integrating over
1/110
and the Green’s function for the
spatial density may be found by integrating over,,U . The result
is
(1-36) (x,o) = e + f
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Property (2) follows from
I I




Thus for large g
(11-5) JA() d
0




(11-6) J A()d 0 0 1, Zi -“ fl-I.
Property (3) is discussed in Muskhelishvili, Chapter IV.
+
The boundary values N satisfy
1•IV ) -
(“—7)
{Nc) ÷ N)J pJAd
The integral equation may now be written in terms of the boundary
values of N(s) and /1 ()
(11-8) - AN
—13—
We shall solve this equation for N(s) . Then A(-i)) will be given
by equation (11-7) . Of course, it will be necessary later to
verify that the function N(Mso obtained possesses the properties
which we already have ascribed to it. We have
(11-9) )N - Ny) )
A’t A +(11-10) where =
=
e and zrf A
We solve now by constructing a function which is analytic
in the complex plane cut from 0 to 1 (from t’( to p in the general
case) , non—vanishing along with its boundary values in the






Taking the logarithm of each side, the ratio condition becomes
(11-12) X —




(11-14) where r() — I
_________
c7)
will satisfy the ratio condition. X) is also analytic in the
cut plane.
Now consider the behavior of X() in the neighborhood of
the cut. For 7) on the cut (not an end point) the boundary values
are well defined and hence X) will not vanish. More
over, since A+(o) = A(o) . (jc) — o as 1,u—*o, so [‘(o) also
exists and hence X(o) o. However, it may be shown that







(11-16) and X0 (g) = / — Z
Therefore, an appropriate (non-vanishing) X is given by
(11—17)
_____
Now we may write
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and this in turn will be true if (see equation (11—6))
(11-25) r71) d’i’ = 0
In other words, if Y)çu) satisfies equation (11—25) , the integral
equation (11—2) possesses a solution. Thus, any function ‘st” (/)
satisfying (11—25) may be expanded:
(11-26) ‘(7) f’A (/)dP
with A(g)) given by (11-7).
Therefore, we may expand a completely arbitrary function
in the form
(11-28) + () 4 f’A () 7) d
where is chosen so that the function









where we have defined
(11-32) M0 =fr7) 7)
To recapitulate, we have proved the completeness theorem
(for the case cK= o, 1) by explicitly obtaining the coeffi
cients A(.’) , in the expansion of an arbitrary function 17b(p).
The results may be summarized for future reference:
(“-7) A () = -2-- 1 *p - N()
cL
I

















(11-29) = ( ç,u) — 9 (/1)
/





III. Half Space Problems
We now apply the results of the first two lectures to half
space problems, by writing the solution to a given problem as a
superposition of elementary solutions and applying the appro
priate boundary conditions to obtain the expansion coefficients.
Recall the notation
(III-’) e 1J)4 = ?
As a simple example, we solve the albedo problem. A beam of
neutrons moving at an angle
=
cos1jl0 with the x—axis is in
cident on a half space x>o. We wish to know ( X,,/1 ), the dis
tribution of neutrons within the half space. rl, will satisfy the
homogeneous equation for x>o with boundary conditions:
a) — 0 as X— (we take C <1);
(111—2)
b) (Ou) = ccyi-u0) for all




(111-3) (x,) (x,) () (XU) d
Boundary condition b) requires
(111-4) a
Thus we are led to a half—range expansion of the function
(111-5) (p) = S (p - 0
Using eq. (11—3]) we obtain
(111—6) = 17/1)
M0
We could also exhibit explicit expressions for the A (i-’), but
the discrete term again dominates in the asymptotic region (Cf.
eq. (1—36)).
We may solve the classical Mime problem: given a half
space with no incident neutrons, we want to find 1( X,,u )
the distribution of neutrons within the medium provided that
is bounded by e as X—-o . The boundary conditions are
(111—7) a) ‘ (x,,u) — (jt’c, (X,/f) —‘P 0 X—-
b) (c,U) = 0
Condition a) is satisfied by writing
(111-8) (X,p) = (x,) + (x,)
and condition b) yields
(111-9) 0 () + a0 9 rp d o
which tells us that the A(z’ ) and a4 are the coefficients in
the half—range expansion of





This immediately suggests a generalization. We seek func
tions ‘t(X,,LI) (i ) satisfying the homogeneous
equation and the following boundary conditions (instead of (111-7))
(111-11)
a) co ) = 0 o
b) (x,)
- 0 s
As in the Mime problem we get
(111-12) (x,) = (x,) + (x,) +f A (VI (K,?) dV




Using these we may construct the Green’s function for













(‘t is the infinite medium Green’s function.)
as may be verified by noting that:
a) satisfied the source—free equation for x x0 (since
it is a superposition of normal modes in the regions
X<X0 ,
b) possesses the correct source discontinuity at x =S
fi 1L13 (by virtue of the inclusion of );
jill J
c) vanishes as x —* o (since vanishes along
with the terms in brackets)
d) represents a solution with zero incoming flux, since
the functions and are constructed to have zero
incoming flux, and hence







= 0 by virtue of (1-35)
—23—
We may simplify our expressions for the classical Mime
problem by examining some of the properties of the function X(z).
Since X(z) is analytic in the complex plane cut from 0 to 1 and
1
vanishes “ at , we have, by applying Cauchy’s theorem to
the region bounded by a large circle and the countour C




but X- X= x(-’ xI-’
(111—19) ‘. X I A
— (A-A) = 2wtr(p)1
where we have used equations (11—il) (11—19) and the relation
(111-20) A4cp — A () 27rL






Applications of the Identity (111—21) to the Mime problem result.
1. The asymptotic behavior of is determined by the
coefficient which may be written:
() () dp -f - % (_ )
(111—22) a0 = = —
(111-23)
f X()
2. Since — (‘u) — O (1) we may write a
reasonably simple expression for the function N(z)
which determines the coefficients A( v)
Using the explicit forms of the functions and we have
(111-24) wiNft) = I [ f(p’) F—c I ac ‘X()J K- L 2 V0+p’ - 2 -/‘j
I
which becomes, after separating the integrand into partial fractions
and applying (111—22) and the identity (111—21),
(111-25) 27r2N.) _COf j
___J
Co X(6)
2 L - J X () (zz Z)
3. The expression for the emerging angular density is
simplified since the appropriate 7Js are not singular
for
(111-26) = +a0+() 4ff p<o
= ¶P cp) + 27r N(p)
—25—
which, in view of Eq. (111-25) becomes simply
(111-27) (o1p) ? -
X (p ()2 p2)
Another Identity
(111-28) X X (-i) = A C)
Proof: consider F(z) defined by
(111-29) A cz
X(-) X-z (p2Z2) (,)
X(z) has been constructed to be analytic and non—vanishing
in the complex plane cut from 0 to 1. So X(z)X(—z) is analytic
and non—vanishing in the complex plane cut from —l to 1. Since
A() A () is also
analytic in the cut plane. Therefore F(z) is analytic in the
cut plane. But the ratio condition
(11—11) (11—10)
X(p)
insures that F(z) will be continuous across the cut. Thus F(z)
is analytic in the entire complex plane and is determined entirely
by its behavior as —p
According to (1-8)
(111—30) A c) > 1 — C
—26—
and since r() vanishes as I1 —÷ ôô
(111—31) X0z -,- I.
(111-32) thus XX- (22) >1
I-Z f-x1
(111-33) thus F () I
(111-34) and Fz (Liouville’ s theorem)
Q.E.D.
pp1ications of the Identity (111—29)
1. If we apply the identity (111-29) to equation (111-18)
we obtain the (non—linear) integral equation satisfied
by X ()
(111-35) X z [2(1-c) J (2p’)X’ (p’z)
2. This integral equation enables us to write a simple ex
pression for the emerging neutron density
(111-36) (o) [ (1/1)/ fc2K(-) d’
Xc’i’(R -p )
— 2 (i-c) Xc X (--)
—27-
(111-37) but [X(o)i2 A (0) j
(i—c) i2 (1—c)
(111—38) thus (o) = 2i- ki K—)
3. Similarly for the emerging neutron current:
(111-39) j(o) f(o)S c2X)/ p
— )
./ %,u’, (pjj2)—I —I
0
/ ‘S /(111-40) but r i I
J X’-2- -_‘J Xt’P’(2—,)(i44)





(°) = — 2 (i-c) t- X (- -)




For large values of x, the distribution function is approximately
—28-
given by




In terms of the ‘extrapolated end.point” , defined by
(111-45) 2o+ = — e
)
asymptotic becomes:
(111-46) asymptotic = 2 e s,4 T X+]
(111-47) writing
— .Ini O + 1r:• j
we obtain (after much algebra)
C /(111-48) { jpiZ ] I
which goes over to the more familiar form when we recall that





IV. Applications and Extensions
In this lecture, I will sketch some applications and exten—
sions of the method.
Consider first the Mime problem for two adjacent half spaces
characterized by c(l) and c(2)
c(2) cC’
— -9- x
The distribution function satisfies
(x,) +




We can construct modes it’ (X,p) and (x,,u) appropriate to
(2) (2) —
medium 1, and l?L’ ç1&) and 4t (X1p) appropriate to medium 2.
The boundary conditions for the Milne problem are:
a) £;n (Jcx,p - 4(X,L4)) = a ;








(Iv-3) b) 0(x,p) - (x,) -fA () (X)dV x<ô ;
—1
0




(2) (I)(Iv-4) f A () d 4
—I
CI) (2)(IV-5) where )(p) E (p) - (p) - (p)
(1)
Thus, it is required to expand (p) in terms of the () [c<ij
and the LA) _I?<oJ. The construction of this expansion pro
ceeds along the same lines as the completeness theorem of lecture
II. We introduce
4-
I C’))X () Ap= ÷
= 1A(2)cP tA <0(Iv—6)
0)
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These conditions determine O, and a
The results are
(Iv-12) p
C(p)A) Np - Np




(IV-14) and XdI X12- e
Other problems with this geometry may be treated similarly.
In fact, the most complicated problems which yield answers in
closed form are those involving two half spaces, each with arbi
trary (anisotropic) scattering law.
One of the simplest “not exactly soluble” problems is that
of slab geometry. Here we can obtain an explicit criticality con
dition and arrive at useful approximations.
We seek to know the critical size
of the slab: that value of a.. for
C>I which the source free equation
(Iv—15) I
P 4 (x, ) (x,p’) dp’
—33—




possess a non—trivial solution.
Thus we write
(Iv-17) (xp) + 0(X1)+fPx)P+ cx1jd
where we have utilized the reflection symmetry to set
(Iv-l8) (x1 p) = (}
- H)
and chosen 1.
The boundary conditions imply:
a’ a’

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B - i f L_L1I Xc0+ X-e
(Iv-25) P — ir -
/ /L)t)B()e X(-)d
jUz)
This is a Fredhoim integral equation for B(j)) . As before, the
first approximation is obtained by neglecting the integral term.
Successive approximations follow by iteration.
Let me conclude by giving some idea of how the method may be
generalized to the case of anisotropic scattering. First we deal
with a non—absorbing medium with linear anisotropic scattering,
i.e. a medium for which c = 1 and for which the scattering function
f (12i2’) (see equation (I—i)) is of the form
(Iv-26) fA...â’) = / -f C,f212’
This serves as an introduction to the more general anisotropic
scattering law, and also illustrates the special complication
that arises when c = 1.




If we integrate this over and x we obtain





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































as may be verified.
We may now solve the Mime problem for the linear anisotropic
medium. A particular solution of equation (IV-29) is




(X, = b, , (X1) + (x1) 4f () (x,) d +
where the ‘s are normal modes for the isotropic scattering medium.
The boundary conditions are:
a) pi ‘P0x,1) - 17b2(x’p) < -Ô )
x —p
(Iv—35)




and condition (b) gives
(IV-37) — fr’>0
—38-
or, with the abbreviation






This is of the familiar form. The left hand side is to be ex
panded in terms of the i)C, with the number L, chosen so
that equation (11—25) is satisfied. A()) will be giver by
equation (11—33) et seq.
Thus




the condition J may be applied (note that



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































with the resulting integral equation
(Iv-47) (i )) =Jf(n.n’) C’)d’
Thus the s will be orthogonal in the sense that
(Iv-48) J’(pI)9’?’ d= 0
for
The function A (v) is more complicated than in the isotropic
scattering case. There will still be a continuum [-.Ifr S I] with
eigenfunctions similar in form to those given by equation (1-7)
However, the number of discrete modes is not two, in general.
Mika has shown that when [71212) is a polynomial of the Nth degree,
there may be from 2 to 2N + 2 discrete roots of A) = 0, the
number of roots depending on the coefficients c . Also, some of
the roots may be degenerate. Thus if A = 0 has an rn-fold





Finally, some of the roots may be imbedded in the continuum, i.e.
it may happen that A() = 0 for some real (. between -l and 1.
The associated non—singular normal modes must also be taken into
account.
Mika has shown that the totality of eigenfunctions form a
complete set, when f(O.12) is a polynomial of arbitrary order.
-41-

